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St. David's Charities Survey
We would like some feedback on the charities we currently support so that we can reevaluate them for the 2023 budget. Our current charities include: the Community Table,
HERE, Mainspring, Midwives in Haiti, Neighbors in Need and Vecinos. Please answer the
following questions and leave comments about these charities or other charities Vestry
should consider.
* Required

1.

1. St. David's annual budget is based solely upon pledges. Endowment funds are
not used for the normal operations of the church.

*

Mark only one oval.
True
False
Unsure

2.

2. What do you know about St. David's support for these charities? (pick one per
charity)

*

Mark only one oval per row.

This is a local charity

We have supported this charity

unsure

Community Table
HERE
Mainspring
Midwives in Haiti
Neighbors in Need
Vecinos
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3.
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3. Do you have an opinion about these charities? (pick one per charity) *
Mark only one oval per row.

yes

no

unsure

Community Table
HERE
Mainspring
Midwives in Haiti
Neighbors in Need
Vecinos

4.

4. Please share your thoughts on charities marked yes in question 2.

5.

5. Please share your thoughts on charities which are not part of our current budget who else do you think we should support?
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6.
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6. Please explain why charities mentioned in question 5 are preferable to those we
currently support.

7.

7. Do you think our current charity support ($500 each - or $3,000/yr) is adequate

*

or do you think we should give more?
Mark only one oval.
$3,000 per year is the right level of support for local charities
The level of support for local charities should be more than $3,000 per year
I am not familiar with St. David's budget
I'm not sure

8.

8. If you think St. David's should be giving more financial support to local charities,
please provide what you think would be an appropriate amount.
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9.
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9. Is there anything else we should consider before budget discussions for next year
begin?
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